
REflECTIOII! Of UGilT 
• Reflection is the phenomenon by virtue of which a light 

beam after interacting with a surface separating the two 
different media bounces back into the same medium. 

Laws of Reflection 

e First !.aw �f reflection states that the incident taJ\ retlected 
ray and nomial to the surrac, lie in the same plane, 
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@ , Image formed by plane mirror is virtual, erect, of same 
size and is formed at same distance from the mirror as is 
the objet."t i.e., u = v. 
hnage formed by plane mirror is laterally inve1ted,. i.e., 
right side of the object appears as the left side of the 
image and vice-versa. 
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• Second law of refle.L'tion states that angle of reflection o A plane mirror can forn1 a real image only when a 
convergent bea...m of light fulls on the plane min'nr. is equal t o  angle of incidence. 

:; These laws of reflection hold true for regular 
reflection at all lcind of surfaces i.e., _plane or curved. 
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(::' Plane mirror Convex wirror Concave mirror 
o For angle of-incidence i ::::0 -0°, angle of reflection r is  

also sap:1e i.e,, r = 0°. 

Plane mir:or Convex m.:r:or Concave n:rrrnr 
Reflection at P!am, Mirror 
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s On keeping the incident ray fixed, if the mirror is turned 
through an angle 0, !hen the reflected ray turn.s by an 
angle 2fl from its initial parh. 
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t:rncident Beam 
i Refleeted Beam 
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To view full image, a person needs a plane mirror of 
length equal to half the height of person, 
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Head 

Eye 

Feet 

So� to observe the complete image of a person of height 
2 h)t'le minimun:;,height of1rii1Torreqvired 1s (H + h ), 
If there are two plane lJllJ.--rors perpendicular to each other, 
then the ray of light after su:ff{:r,ng reflection from both i 
the rriirrors become ax1tiparalleL 
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If two plane mirrors are parallel to each other, then infinite 
-images of an object placed bet.veen th�'ID are formed. If 
the first image is d dista::ice behind the lillITOI, then an 
other consecutive lmages are 2d distance apart 
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If there are t\vo plane mirrors inclined at angle 0 with 
each other1 then the number of possible images of a 
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point object are 
n =m-1 

360° 
1f n, = - -is even number 

r-or example, if 0 � - 60° then 
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360° I m;;;:;;----::--6 
60° 

I and n = 6 
(b) n = m 
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. ,, 360? . 
11 m = -----1s odd number. 
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For example, jf 8 """" 72° then 

anC n :a= 5 
(c) n = Int[m] 

360' m=--=5 
72° 

. 360°, 1f m = ---1s a fractwnal number. 
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For example, if e =a 75� then 
and n = Int [4.8] = 4 

360° 

m=----=4.8 
75° 

211 

[f the reflecting surface is smooth1 then the regular 
reflection take place and images can be formed, but if 
the surface is rough, diffused reflection take 'place where 
the reflected rays scatter in different directions so, tI1e 
image cannot be funned by such reflection. This is \vhy 
i.ve can see our image while loo.king into a steel container 
hit we do not �bserve the image while reading a news 
paper. 
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�!hat is the minimum length of a mirror required for 
a person to see his or her full image? 
S(lln.: 

Eye 

Foot level 

The total height of the person from top of the head 
T to  bottom of the feet F is  l'F. E' is exactly 
appropriate to E1 the eye ieve1 of the person. 
From the foot F, the incident ray is reflected at B, the 
level end of the mirror to reach the eye level of the 
person at E Due to incident ray equal to ::eflected 
ray, as shm,vn by e. 

E'B c·c. -EF = 
2 2 

A similar argument provc:s AE1 
h, 

TE= ........,c_ 
2 2 

Here of the mirror to show a full-sized 
of the person is half sized i.e., 
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Two adjacent walls of a room perpendicular to each other 
are covered folly by mirror, how many images ofyoursea: 
wiH you see if you stand in that room. 
So!n.: 0 = 90° 

360 360 
e 90 

4 i s  even, 


